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1.

Company Description

ABOUT ITLINK
ITLink is established as a Software Development, information technology solution, training, and consulting company with
the purpose of facilitating today’s automation requirements by providing innovative technologies and quality services.
Our business framework is designed with high level secure solution services considering challenging business requirements
that can deliver comprehensive, high quality services to satisfy clients’ dynamic function & project requirements.
Our quality management system is at per industry standards; we commit to 100% customer satisfaction with exemplary
customer service and support that guarantees your business continued success.

FINANCIAL AND BANKING
As we all recognize, progression is hard to find, revenue is under extreme pressure, and the cost of doing business continues
to increase. Four forces are shaping this reality: the economic climate, with high levels of unemployment, low interest rates,
and a feeble housing market; consumers, who are borrowing less; regulators, who are both curbing fee-based income and
increasing the cost of compliance; and technology, which is enabling nontraditional, low-priced competitors in areas such
as payments.

TECHNOLOGY
ITLink provides a wide-ranging, cavernous spectrum of technology services to help organizations transform their strategic
business agendas into IT initiatives and solutions that measurably improve performance. ITLink combines deep technology
expertise and industry-specific insights into how technology impacts people and processes to deliver solutions that help
clients achieve business outcomes with agility, speed and certainty.

HEALTHCARE AND PHARMACEUTICAL
From patients' medical records to hospital administration to pharmaceutical databases, the diverse medical community
depends on a board range of healthcare database software products to manage complex administrative, operational, clinical
and patient-based processes.

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA
Today's customers demand personalization, identity, productivity improvement and content relevance. At the same time,
they want simplicity, reliability, security, quality and value. ITLink helps communication companies deliver greater value for
the customer and create new revenue streams.
Three underlying elements make converged services possible:


Telecommunication



Digitization



Networks



Technology Platform

Media Services Include:


Web Design & Development



Video & Webcast Production



Graphic Design



Identity Development



Brand Management



Photography



Marketing Support



Production Management



ENTERPRISE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION
At ITLink we identify and understand the complex certainties of today’s diverse portfolio of enterprise applications. We also
recognize how to design, develop, and integrate enterprise solutions that fundamentally cut across a diverse and demanding
set of business stakeholders.



Architecture & Design Governance



Master Data Management



Systems integration



Application deployment and configuration



Collaboration and Automation



Enterprise Single Sign-On



Web Technology Solution

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT & INTEGRATION
Alongside the ever-growing analysis, organizations are continually looking for ways to save money and increase efficiencies
across the enterprise. Large companies, in particular, are increasingly turning to sophisticated technologies, including ERP
(enterprise resource planning) systems, to help them achieve these goals. In today's global and technology-savvy
marketplace, many of our clients consider an integrated platform to be mission-critical.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT & SOLUTIONS
Establishing, integrating, and enhancing databases is the foundation of what ITLink does. Your database must provide the
ability to manage, analyze, and visualize your operations with forthright results. We deliver the simple and flexible marketingdatabase solutions you need to manage new customer acquisition efforts while also retaining and growing your existing
consumer relationships.
ITLink provides you full control over the database environments. The database schemas sync between development, test
and production environments by the expert DBA’s and developer's efficiency. The integration of the database development

and the application development, using ITLink’s integration method to MS TFS, Oracle Enterprise Architecture provide you
end-to-end products development life cycle.

ECOMMERCE AND EBUSINESS SOLUTIONS
ITLink collaborates with its clients to help them become high-performance eCommerce and Database Managements. Our
professionals uniquely pair strategic acumen and strong execution capabilities to help clients identify new opportunities,
drive process improvements and achieve high performance. ITLink’s Web Solutions offers services geared to make
eCommerce web design a viable option to its clients. With our simple, yet effective eCommerce web site design and
development products within the client's website would be attractive and pleasing, as well as customizable, depending on
client's requirements.
Data is the lifeblood of an organization and a valuable enterprise asset. It is, therefore, essential that decision makers can
access and depend on quality data to operate confidently in a high-performance environment. ITLink’s Data Management
& Architecture group addresses how an organization manages data across its entire lifecycle—helping clients ensure that
data is available, accurate, complete, and secure across the enterprise and with business partners. Effective data
management enables better management decisions, reduces risks and enhances productivity and operational efficiency.



eCommerce & eBusiness design, development Solution



Development of user-specific Relational Database Systems



Database Management and Design Systems



Legacy Database Business Rule Extraction Software



Legacy Database Subsystem Checking Software



Map Production System using a Geographical Databases



Data Security: protection of data and the authorization to use

SOFTWARE CUSTOMIZATION - DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
ITLink provides innovative high-tech IT solutions to large and mid-size businesses. We specialize in infrastructure
engineering, network engineering and security, custom software development, report development, custom application
design-development & maintenance, and search engine optimization. Our Software Engineers are highly trained and
experienced in the business applications and latest technologies to provide extensive application customization and
development services that extend the functionality and the power of the ITLink’s innovation technology solutions. Our
customization solutions include extensions, custom menus, and Business Process – ITLink builds custom solutions that work
the way you do and provide business value.
Using the latest development tools and standards-based architectures for Microsoft Technology (.NET, C#, ASP.NET), Sun
Solutions (Java, JavaScript, JSP), Oracle Solutions (Database, SQL-PL/SQL, Application developer, PeopleSoft), and Web
services, ITLink can meet your software customization needs to integrate with legacy systems and connect your organization
by creating software solutions that meet the industry objectives.



Projects Managements Requirements Strategies



Microsoft Technology Enterprise Solutions



Enterprise Solutions for SAP



Oracle Financials & PeopleSoft Solutions



SUN Technology & Utilization



IT Strategy and Transformation



Systems Integration with Legacy Systems



Technology Research & Development



EDUCATION & TRAININIG
ITLink offers a comprehensive portfolio of software training and professional certification designed for individuals,
companies, and public organizations to acquire, maintain, optimize and validate their IT skills. Training Details
knowledge and precision because of which IT leaders are provided with pragmatic and efficient solutions that can be
devised and implemented to solve their most exceptional challenges.

IT CONSULTING
With years of rich experience, ITLink is the best and the most promising total IT solutions and Consulting Company. Our
professional team is dedicated to support your business objectives by implementing IT solutions and industry best practices.

